
TramigoCloud provides customers with all the benefits of a top-end 
enterprise fleet management software system without any need for large 
upfront payments, complex server setup, or maintenance requirements. 
TramigoCloud allows you to track your fleet behind a secure web login 
and puts a full control center within your reach wherever you go.

TRAMIGOCLOUD FEATURES
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COMPLETE SOLUTION

TRAMIGOCLOUD & 
TRAMIGOAPP

TRAMIGO FLEET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

TramigoCloud allows you to track your fleet 
behind a user-friendly secure web login and puts a 
full control center within your reach wherever you 
go. TramigoCloud interface is easy to navigate 
and enables users to perform tasks with minimum 
effort and time
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Monitor driver’s routes and task allocation to ensure 
efficiency and effective work process. Ensure that 
the vehicle is always on-time and align to dispatch 
schedules. Comprehensive reporting allows user to 
access files in 4 (four) different formats: pdf, html, 
xls and csv. Report provides information on driving 
habits, gasoline consumption, track route, speed 
limit, idle time, etc.

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY
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SMART FLEET MANAGEMENT FOR MEDIUM AND LARGE FLEET OWNERS

TRAMIGOAPP
TramigoApp is an easy but secure way to track and monitor 
your vehicles anytime and anywhere. Whether you have a small 
or a large fleet, are looking to track vehicles for personal or 
business use. With the TramigoApp you can monitor your 
vehicles, staff, or family directly on your phone. Features also 
include trip reports and usage history reporting.

TRAMIGOAPP FEATURES
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Zone crossing detected, 
moving, at Kenya Army 

Armoury, Ruiru, Kiambu, KE, 
-1.21936, 36.95984, SE with 
speed 76 km/h, 08:10 Feb  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